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Figure 1: Example of behavior inks.

ABSTRACT
The ActiveInk system integrates the advantages of real
world painting techniques with computer graphics (CG)
effects. Most conventional paint systems mainly allow
users to set a simple and static color. Also, they require
users to control many parameters if the user applies
complex effects. However, the ActiveInk system treats
many behaviors as separate behavior inks (e.g., water ink,
cloud ink, and cloth ink), so a user can add effects by
selecting a behavior ink and painting it onto objects to
realize CG effects. Moreover, the ActiveInk system has a
palette area that is similar in function to an actual painter’s
palette, so the user can create new ink by mixing different
types of behavior ink and can control the behavior
conditions (e.g., speed, size, and color) directly.
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INTRODUCTION
There are now many opportunities to watch movies and
games that include CG and their effects. In such an
environment, some people will naturally want to create
such movies and games by themselves. Many software
products and research systems are available to support
these users’ desires [1, 2]. However, these systems require
users to manipulate complex GUIs and many parameters
regarding 3D geometry. As a result, people cannot create
desired-3D CG and their effects easily and rapidly.

To realize a system for 3D creation that is both simple and
practical for creative activities, we sought to integrate the
advantages of real world painting techniques (e.g., an ink
metaphor and palette manipulation) with CG creation,
because integration based on real-world activities would
make the system easy to use without requiring the user to
have extensive knowledge regarding 3D CG.

The ActiveInk system has two important features: ink
metaphors to support a wide variety of expressions, and
palette manipulation to avoid complex parameter setting.
By using the ink metaphor and palette interaction, a user
can use a wide variety of behaviors by means of simple
manipulations such as selecting an ink and painting with
it, despite the use of various algorithms in the background.

In this paper, we describe a prototype of the ActiveInk
system, explain how it allows CG effects to be applied
through simple and easy manipulations.

Figure 2: Examples of using cloud ink.

ACTIVE INK SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The ActiveInk system is divided into two areas: the ink
and palette areas.

Ink Area
In the ink area, the system treats many types of behaviors
(e.g., such as animation, attribute, surface material, and
texture effects) as inks. Figure 2 shows example of using
behavior ink. The user first selects the cloud ink in the ink
area, and then paints with it. The cloud behavior
automatically appears and is animated within the painted
area (Fig. 2).

Typically, the behavior ink is divided into four types based
on the implementation: pixel, mesh, particle, and shader
inks. Pixel inks are based on cellular automata  and texture
effects. Calculations of mesh and vertex shader inks
depend on the patches used to construct models. Particle
inks are achieved by using a particle system.

Palette Area
The palette allows a user to create a new ink by mixing
different types of ink and control the behavior conditions
by mixing inks. Since the user can use the palette area in a
way similar to how a painter uses a real palette, the userCopyright held by author/owner. 



does not have to handle complex parameters or GUIs
during the creative process.

To mix inks, a user first applies a behavior ink in the
palette area and another ink in the painted area, so mixing
manipulations are done simply by painting. The system
then calculates a new behavior that has the features of both
inks. The user can also create strange inks (such as a
cloud-fire or rubber-land ink) by mixing inks (Fig. 3
(left)). In the same way, a user can control ink behavior by
drawing the same ink for inspissating and diluting (Fig. 3
(right)).

Figure 3: Examples of mixing. A user can create a
rubber-land ink (left) and control ink condition (right)
by mixing.

Figure 4: Mixing ink in the palette area.

By mixing inks that use different types of implementation
(for example, by mixing pixel and mesh inks), the system
can easily create a new ink because of the separate layers.

 When inks having the same features are mixed, such as
two pixel inks or two mesh inks, the ink calculation results
are used as a new ink parameter for the mixing. In our
system, the mixing area has 90% previous ink and 10%
current ink features, so the final result for an area is based
on the first ink feature with the second ink feature added
(Fig. 4).

EXAMPLES OF PAINTING
Examples of using the ActiveInk system are shown in
Figure 5, 6. Each example is constructed using a simple
ink and mixing between behavior inks and normal colors.

Figure 5 shows an example of painting a behavior ink onto
a simple 3D scene constructed using sky and ground
objects (Fig. 5 (1)). The user first draws with a sky ink on
the top object and then draws with a cloud ink on that
object (Fig. 5 (2)). Next, the user draws on the bottom
object using a land ink (Fig. 5 (3, 4)). By mixing inks
between a land ink and a normal color, the user can add
accents to the ground. A cloud ink has a default animation,
so the sky object is animated in the painted area.

Moreover, the user can create other types of scenes by
mixing inks (Fig. 6 (top)). In the example shown, the user
creates a sunset cloud by mixing between a cloud ink and
an orange color.

Figure 5: An example of painting a behavior ink onto a
3D scene. A user first draws with sky and cloud inks in
the sky (2, 3, 4). The user then draws with a land ink
and a mixing ink to create the ground (5, 6).

Figure 6: Example of painting 3D scene and model.

Figure 6 (bottom) shows examples from the painting of a
3D model. In this case, a vertex shader ink can be used for
painting.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The ActiveInk system is a simple and convenient system
that allows the user to apply painting techniques in CG
creation. System users can add effects by selecting
behavior inks (e.g., natural phenomena, attributes, surface
materials, and textures) from the ink area and painting the
inks onto objects. A user can also mix different types of
ink to create a unique ink in the palette area.

We will improve the ActiveInk system by adding wide
varieties of inks such as sound inks and additional
manipulations. User testing will also be necessary to
further develop the system and make it more suitable for
practical use, so we plan to have both novice users and
professional designers use the system in their creative
activities.
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